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Statement of Aim
This report documents the findings of a usability test of the website www.ubereats.com
carried out at the end of 2019 by -, Samir. The main purpose of the test was to assess the
ease of use of the UberEATS’ current website and compare it with www.deliveroo.com
with a view to improving the user interface of UberEATS website with enhanced
Information Architecture, User FLow, User Journey, Navigations, Findability rate and
Learnability.

Project Brief

MY ROLE

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

Usability Researcher;
UX / UI Designer

Usability Test Report, Design
Documentation, Prototype

TOOLS USED

PROJECT TIMELINE

Sketch, Invision and
Illustrator

Kingston University London, 2019
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The usability test reasearch was performed as a part
of my University project, under the guidance of
Dr. Martin Colbert, Kingston University
London. The study does not hamper the privacy of
any participant and ensures data protection.

The Existing User Interface

Usability Issues

Issue 1
Users can confuse the “enter delivery address” text
field with generic food search text field
Issue 2
User can get frustrated or annoyed as they cannot find
the “Filters” and “Categories”
Issue 3
User may not find the website and the restaurants
trustworthy on the basis of the “Star Ratings” given to
the restaurants
Issue 4
Users might face trouble while adding items to the cart

Participants Recruitment

5
All the 5 participants were recruited using the Purposive Sampling Method to gain
detailed
knowledge or data from the participants.

Research Questions
1
How is the user’s experience while the user tries
to order food at his current location using Uber
Eats?

2
Can a user find a restaurant and food of its
choice according to its eating preferences and
dietary requirements OR find a particular
restaurant by name?

3
How is the user’s experience while he tries to
modify the cart(add/remove items) at the time
of checking out?

4
Out of Uber eats and Deliveroo, which one does
the user find easy to use while ordering the
food. How is the user experience of Uber eats
compared to that of Deliveroo?

Task Scenarios

1

“

Find any restaurant of your choice that delivers at your current location in
minimum time and explore its food menu to find food of your choice

”

2

“

Order food from your favourite cuisine restaurant according to your eating
preferences (Italian, English, Chinese,etc.) and dietary requirements

(Vegan, Gluten-free, Halal Meat, Dairy-free, etc.) add the food items to your cart/basket.
(Note: You may add any preferences of our choice.)

”

3

“

Now try modifying your order by adding more items to your cart

”

and also deleting some items from your cart.

Metrics

Success Rate

Time on Task

No. of Errors

No. of Assists

Performance Data

vs

1. Tasks Completion Rate (%)

Task

UberEats

Deliveroo

Task 1

80%

100%

Task 2

20%

100%

Task 3

100%

100%

MEAN

66.66%

100%

In UberEats, the completion rate was 20% for Task2 which
is the least of all the tasks on both the platforms.

2. Time Based Eﬃciency (goals/sec)

Task

UberEats

Deliveroo

Task 1

0.0024

0.0034

Task 2

0.0002

0.0056

Task 3

0.0089

0.0106

The above table and graph represents the time based efficiency in goals/sec for
each task on both the platforms. It is the speed of work with the product
with effective users vs. all users.

3. Overall Relative Eﬃciency (%)

Task

UberEats

Deliveroo

Task 1

65.16%

100%

Task 2

41.86%

100%

Task 3

100%

100%

Below is a table representing the time based efficiency in goals/sec for each task
on both the platforms. It is the speed of work with the product
with effective users vs. all users.

4. Satisfaction - System Usability Scale (SUS)

Users

UberEats

Deliveroo

1

77.5

75

2

50

85

3

70

82.5

4

75

100

5

90

100

MEAN

72.5

88.5

Standard Dev.

14.57

11.12

MIN

50

75

MAX

90

100

Redesign Recommendations

1. To make it useful, we can activate the power of
affordance by making the cursor appear automatically.

2. The contrast between the text field and the banner
needs to be improved. This could be supported with a
location icon and a legitimate text prompt giving an
instruction.

3. “Search” or “Find” must be used on the button.

4. The location icon must be clickable, and the icon must
be placed on the right side of the text field.

5. The category section must be placed just below where
the banner ends.

6. Make the texts, images, and icons more clickable and
actionable.

7. The text field must have either “clear” or “cross icon” to
ease out the discrepancy.

8. The “what are you craving for?” text field should not
be hidden.

9. Therefore, the category section must be placed
somewhere at the top, maybe just above the “popular
near you” section. The categories must include all the
food cuisines. It could also have some categories like
pocket-friendly, famous brands, meal boxes.

10. The restaurant’s distance could be mentioned
somewhere on the top beside the estimated delivery
time. Alternatively, it could be put in the “more info” link.

11. The “ratings” link should be made clickable and must
direct to a new page for reviews.

12. There is a need for the website to have sorting filters
such as price, delivery time, distance, popularity, and
ratings; dietary filters such as halal, vegan, gluten-free,
vegetarian, and non-vegetarian; and category filters that
must contain all the cuisines and food types. The filters
could be fixed to the left side of the page.

13. Different tabs or sections could be designed for
special dietary foods.

14. Labels or icons could be used to differentiate these
food items.

15. The colour of the button should not be grey. It must
have its original black colour. However, when the user
clicks on it without choosing the necessary ingredients,
the radio button must get red with a red error message
telling the user that they need to choose first. The
button must be placed over a different contrasting
background.

16. The colour of the button should not be grey. It must
have its original black colour. However, when the user
clicks on it without choosing the necessary ingredients,
the radio button must get red with a red error message
telling the user that they need to choose first. The
buttons must be placed over a different contrasting
background.

17. There is an urgent need for feedback when the user
hovers over radio buttons to make them look clickable
and actionable.

18. There is an urgent need for feedback when the user
hovers over checkboxes to make them look clickable and
actionable.

19. The mandatory items field needs to be highlighted.

20. The checkout box must be designated a fixed place
on the screen so that it does not overlap with the menu
behind and does not disappear even if the user scrolls.

21. This could be improved by providing add/remove
buttons on the checkout box.

22. The address field should be prompted in front of the
users before they go further.
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